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Abstract

Assessments of foreign object damage (FOD) of a commercial, gas-turbine grade, in situ toughened silicon nitride ceramic (AS800, Honeywell Ceramic Components) were made using four different projectile materials at ambient temperature. AS800 flexure target specimens rigidly supported were impacted at their centers in a velocity range from 50 to 450 m/s by spherical projectiles with a diameter of 1.59 mm. Four different projectile materials were used including hardened steel, annealed steel, silicon nitride ceramic, and brass. Post-impact strength of each target specimen impacted was determined as a function of impact velocity to appraise the severity of local impact damage. For a given impact velocity, the degree of strength degradation was greatest for ceramic balls, least for brass balls, and intermediate for annealed and hardened steel balls. For steel balls, hardened projectiles yielded more significant impact damage than annealed counterparts. The most important material parameter affecting FOD was identified as hardness of projectiles. Impact load as a function of impact velocity was quasi-statically estimated based on both impact and static indentation associated data.

Introduction

Ceramics, because of their brittle nature, are susceptible to localized surface damage and/or cracking by impacting objects. It is also true that ceramic components may fail structurally even by soft particles when the kinetic energy of impacting objects exceeds certain limits. The latter case has been often found in aeroengines in which combustion products, loosened metallic particles or small ingested foreign objects cause severe damage to blade/vane components, resulting in serious structural problems. Therefore, foreign object damage (FOD) associated with particle impact needs to be considered when ceramic materials are designed for structural applications. In view of this importance, a considerable amount of work on impact damage of brittle materials by sharp particles, by “blunt” particles or by plates has been accumulated both experimentally and analytically, including the assessments of FOD for gas turbine engine applications [1–16].

In previous studies [17–20], FOD behavior of two gas-turbine grade silicon nitrides, AS800 and SN282, was determined at ambient temperature using both flexure bars and disks. Fully supported ceramic target specimens were impacted at their centers by hardened steel ball projectiles with a diameter of 1.59 mm in a velocity range from 220 to 440 m/s. AS800 silicon nitride exhibited a greater FOD resistance than SN282 counterpart. With an additional equiaxed, fine-grained silicon nitride (NC132), the key material parameter, affecting FOD most, was found to be fracture toughness of a target material: the greater fracture toughness, the greater FOD resistance [17–20]. No single crack system was involved in
impact event with increasing impact velocity, resulting in several different types of flaws associated individually or simultaneously. A fracture map was proposed to identify the occurrence of particular crack systems. The degree of damage was much more severe in thin biaxial disks than in flexure bars. It was also observed that from a structural point of view, a gas-turbine grade Syrlamic SiC/SiC ceramic matrix composite (CMC) exhibited a much improved impact damage resistance over AS800 or SN282 monolithic silicon nitride [21]. All of the previous FOD work has been performed using hardened steel ball projectiles with a hardness of HRC ≥ 60.

The current work extends the work of the previous studies by investigating FOD behavior of a gas-turbine grade silicon nitride, AS800, in terms of the effect of projectile material. Three different materials of ball projectiles were used, including steel, silicon nitride, and brass. Two different annealing temperatures, 350 and 700 °C, were used to reduce hardness of as-received, hardened steel balls. Rigidly-supported target specimens with a flexure bar configuration were impacted at their centers at velocities ranging from 50 to 450 m/s by 1.59-mm-diameter ball projectiles. Post-impact strength of each target specimen was determined in four-point flexure as a function of projectile velocity to evaluate the severity of impact damage. Static indentation testing was also carried out to determine both the impression/deformation of metallic balls and the indentation contact damage of target specimens by ceramic balls, from which impact load would be quasi-statically estimated with respect to impact velocity. Effect of projectile hardness on impact damage in ceramics has been explored in a previous study [15], but its aspects and approaches were different from those of this study. Some of the work presented herein has been reported previously [22].

**Experimental Procedures**

**Target and Projectiles**

Target material used in this work was a commercially available gas-pressure sintered silicon nitride, AS800 (fabricated by Honeywell Ceramic Components, Torrance, CA, 1999 vintage, gel-cast). This silicon nitride has been considered one of the strong candidate ceramics for gas-turbine applications in view of its substantially improved elevated-temperature properties. AS800 is in situ toughened silicon nitride, with microstructures tailored to achieve elongated grain structures. AS800 silicon nitride has been used at the NASA Glenn Research Center in lifing [27–29] and FOD programs [17–20]. The billets were machined into flexure target specimens measuring 3 by 4 by 25 or 50 mm, respectively, in depth, width and length in accordance with a machining procedure detailed in a test standard ASTM C 1161 (size “B”) [25]. The final finish of target specimens was completed with a 600 grit diamond wheel.

Projectile materials chosen to yield a wide range of hardness were SAE 52100 chrome steel, silicon nitride, and brass. All projectiles were spherical in shape with a diameter of 1.59 mm (= 1/16 in.). Chrome steel and silicon nitride projectiles were originally for rolling elements of bearings with grades 25 and 5, respectively. Hardened chrome steel balls were annealed at 350 or 700 °C in argon for 1h to achieve increased ductility. Values of Vickers hardness of annealed steel balls, determined with an indent load of 5 N, were 5.9±0.1 and 2.4±0.1 GPa, respectively, annealed at 350 and 700 °C, as compared with 8.2±0.2 GPa for hardened (as-received) steel balls. The silicon nitride projectile material, NBD200 (fabricated by Saint-Gobain Ceramics, East Granby, CT) was MgO doped, hot isostatically pressed (HIP), fine-grained material. Vickers microhardness of silicon nitride balls was reported to be 15.5 GPa from the manufacturer’s data. Brass ball projectiles were in grade 200 and their Vickers hardness was found to be 1.9±0.1 GPa at an indent load of 5 N. Hardness of metallic projectiles was determined with a total of five indents made on the ground-off flattened side of each individual ball for a given material/heat treatment. The basic mechanical and physical properties of target AS800 silicon nitride as well as of various projectiles used are summarized in table 1.
TABLE 1.—BASIC MECHANICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TARGET AND PROJECTILE MATERIALS AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Elastic modulus ( E ) (GPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio ( \nu )</th>
<th>Density ( \rho ) (g/cm(^3))</th>
<th>Vickers hardness ( H_v ) (GPa)</th>
<th>Flexure strength ( f ) (MPa)</th>
<th>Fracture toughness ( f_{\text{IC}} ) (MPa(\sqrt{m}))</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS800 silicon nitride</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>13.6±1.4</td>
<td>775±45</td>
<td>8.1±0.3</td>
<td>Honeywell Ceramic Comp., (Torrance, CA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome steel (SAE 52100), hardened</td>
<td>#200</td>
<td>#0.3</td>
<td>7.78±0.05</td>
<td>8.2±0.2 (HRC≥60)</td>
<td>#2200 (tension)</td>
<td>#N.K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome steel (SAE 52100), 350 °C annealed</td>
<td>#200</td>
<td>#0.3</td>
<td>7.78±0.05</td>
<td>5.9±0.1</td>
<td>#N.K</td>
<td>#N.K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome steel (SAE 52100), 700 °C annealed</td>
<td>#200</td>
<td>#0.3</td>
<td>7.78±0.05</td>
<td>2.4±0.03</td>
<td>#N.K</td>
<td>#N.K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass</td>
<td>#110</td>
<td>#0.3</td>
<td>8.59±0.06</td>
<td>1.9±0.1</td>
<td>#400 (tension)</td>
<td>#N.K</td>
<td>TRD Specialties, Inc., (Pine Meadow, CT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon nitride (NBD200)</td>
<td>#320</td>
<td>#0.27</td>
<td>3.21±0.02</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>#900</td>
<td>#&gt;5.5</td>
<td>Saint Gobain Ceramics, (East Granby, CT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*By the impulse excitation of vibration technique, ASTM C 1259 [23].
*By mass/volume method with five specimens or projectiles used.
*By Vickers microhardness indentation; 98 N for AS800 [ASTM C 1327 [24] and 5 N for all metals, with five indents for a specimen or projectile.
*By four-point flexure testing (with 20/40mm spans), ASTM C 1161 [25].
*By single edge precracked beam (SEPB) method, ASTM C 1421 [26].
*From manufacturers’ data.
*From literature data.
*Manufacturer ‘not known’ (acquired from distributors).

---

**Foreign Object Damage Testing**

Foreign object damage (FOD) testing was carried out at ambient temperature using the experimental apparatus shown in figure 1. Detailed descriptions of the apparatus can be found elsewhere [17–20]. Each projectile was inserted into a 300-mm-long gun barrel with an inner diameter of 1.59 mm. A He-gas cylinder and relief valves were used to pressurize the reservoir to a specific level, depending on...
prescribed impact velocity. Upon reaching a specific level of pressure, a solenoid valve was
instantaneously opened accelerating a projectile through the gun barrel to impact a target specimen. The
target specimen was fully supported on a rigid steel block. Each target specimen was aligned such that the
projectile impacted at the center of the 4 mm-wide side of the specimen with a normal incidence angle.
Impact velocity of each projectile was determined using two pairs of laser transmitter and receiver,
incorporated with two holes in the gun barrel, as described before [18, 19]. The range of impact velocity
employed in this work was from 50 to 450 m/s, depending on the type of projectiles. For a chosen
projectile material, typically 5 to 10 specimens were impacted at each velocity. Projectiles were collected
after impact. Impact morphologies of target specimens and projectiles were examined optically after
testing. FOD testing using hardened steel ball projectiles had been conducted previously [18] and its data
were used in this study.

**Post-Impact Strength Testing**

Strength testing for impacted target specimens was performed at ambient temperature in air to
determine the severity of impact damage in four-point flexure with 20-mm inner and 40-mm outer spans
(or 10-mm inner and 20-mm outer spans). Each impacted specimen was loaded in a four-point steel
flexure fixture such that its impact site was subjected to tension within the inner span of the fixture. An
electromechanical test frame (Model 8562, Instron, Canton, MA) was used in displacement control with
an actuator speed of 0.5 mm/min. A fractographic analysis was performed after post-impact strength
testing to determine failure origin, flaw configuration, and mode of fracture, etc.

**Static Indentation Testing**

Static indentation testing for AS800 target specimens indented with metallic and ceramic ball
projectiles was conducted in an effort to estimate impact load quasi-statically. For the metallic ball
projectiles, size of impression flattened was determined as a function of indent load; whereas, for the
silicon nitride ball projectiles, indentation strength of target was determined as a function of indent load.
The static indentation experiment was performed to determine a relationship between contact diameter
and applied indent load and a relationship between indent strength and indent load with which a
meaningful estimation and comparison could be made in terms of impact load and other parameters
involved in projectile impact.

**Static Indentation Testing With Metallic Ball Projectiles**

Static indentation testing was carried out, where metallic ball projectiles - hardened and annealed
steel balls and brass balls, were indented onto AS800 disks (45 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness
and diameter). Each individual indentation load was applied (one at a time) with the respective ball
indenter for about 20 s using a test frame (Type TT or 8562, Instron, Canton, MA). A total of eight
indentation loads ranging from 0 to 300 N were used. The diameter of contact marked in each ball
indenter upon indentation, which was easily discernable as a flattened circle of impression due to plastic
deformation, was measured as a function of indentation load.

**Static Indentation Testing With Silicon Nitride Ball Projectiles**

**Crushing Strength of Silicon Nitride Ball Projectiles**

Crushing strength (or crushing load) of silicon nitride ball projectiles was determined in compression
using a fixture configuration shown in figure 2. Each ball projectile was loaded against an individual
AS800 flexure specimen through a mild steel nut until the projectile crushed. Polymeric thin tape was
placed between the steel nut and the ceramic ball to make the ball-AS800 contact a preferential failure
site by inducing increased contact stresses therein. The electromechanical test frame was used in displacement control with an actuator speed of 0.5 mm/min. A total of seven silicon nitride ball projectiles were tested.

**Indent Strength Response of AS800 Target**

Indentation strength as a function of indent load was determined for AS800 flexure target specimens indented with silicon nitride ball projectiles using a test configuration similar to figure 2. Each indentation was applied in air for 20 s at the center of the 4 mm-wide side of each flexure test specimen measuring 3 by 4 by 25 mm, respectively, in depth, width and length. A total of 6 indent loads ranging from 500 to 1700 N were used. Flexure strength of indented test specimens was determined at ambient temperature in air in four-point flexure with 10/20 mm spans at 0.5 mm/min using the electromechanical test frame. Typically, three to four test specimens were utilized at each indentation load. In addition, a series of indentations with different indent loads ranging from 100 N to 700 N were made in air for 20 s on 2 mm-thick soda-lime glass slides by using silicon nitride ball projectiles. Related crack systems were characterized in size and configurations. This was done to acquire implications of indentation cracking in silicon nitride targets by silicon nitride ball indentation, based on the fracture pattern and/or formations of multiple surface/subsurface crack systems generated in glass that would be easily observable due to its transparency. Results on soda-lime glass will be presented and described in Appendix.

**Results and Discussion**

**Post-Impact Strength**

The results of strength testing for impacted AS800 target specimens are depicted in figure 3, where individual values of post-impact flexure strength were plotted as a function of impact velocity for different projectile materials. As-received flexure strength (“AS”) of AS800 was included for comparison. The strength data on hardened steel ball projectiles that were determined previously [18] were also included. Many of specimens impacted at low velocities \( \leq 300 \text{ m/s} \) with metallic projectiles did not incur fractures originating from the impact sites. Those specimens not failing from fractures initiating at the impact sites were equivalent in strength to the corresponding as-received specimens. The “zero” strength
shown for hardened steel ball and silicon nitride ball projectiles in the figure represents the specimens fractured upon impact, where the impact force was sufficient to break test specimens into two pieces, with failure originating from the impact site. This velocity has been defined as a “critical impact velocity \(V_c\)” in our previous work [17–20].

Figure 4 shows a summary of post-impact strength as a function of impact velocity with the five different projectile materials simplified from the data in figure 3, in which average strength was now used to better represent and compare the degree of FOD damage among different projectiles. Strength degradation with regard to the “as-received” strength was evident with increasing impact velocity for all
the projectiles used. For the metallic projectiles, corresponding post-impact strength for a given impact velocity at \( \geq 300 \) m/s was a function of material’s hardness. The least strength degradation occurred in the soft brass projectiles with hardness of \( H_v = 1.9 \) GPa (see table 1); whereas, the greatest strength degradation occurred in the hardened steel ball projectiles with hardness of \( H_v = 8.2 \) GPa. However, of the five projectile materials, the greatest strength degradation took place with the silicon nitride ball projectiles, where strength degradation started even at very low impact velocity of 50 m/s and a critical impact velocity was only 180 m/s. Hence, for a given silicon nitride target material, the value of hardness of a projectile would be the most important factor to affect the severity of localized impact damage. One might consider elastic modulus of projectile to be another important factor. However, this cannot be supportive if one considers that elastic modulus of steel projectiles was all consistent with a value of about 200 GPa, independent of annealing temperature (see table 1).

From figure 4, the critical impact velocity can be readily determined for hardened steel and silicon nitride ball projectiles. However, the critical impact velocity could not be determined easily for annealed steel ball (350 and 700 °C) and brass ball projectiles, due to the limit of the current FOD test rig in achieving higher impact velocities \( \geq 500 \) m/s. Approximated critical impact velocities were determined alternatively by the extrapolation of the data in figure 4 for annealed steel and brass ball projectiles. The critical impact velocities for all projectiles thus determined are:

\[
\begin{align*}
V_c &= 400 \text{ m/s: hardened steel balls} \\
V_c &\approx 500 \text{ m/s: steel balls annealed at 350 °C} \\
V_c &\approx 600 \text{ m/s: steel balls annealed at 700 °C} \\
V_c &\approx 600-700 \text{ m/s: brass balls} \\
V_c &= 180 \text{ m/s: silicon nitride balls}
\end{align*}
\]

A summary of critical impact velocity as a function of hardness of projectile materials is shown in figure 5. Despite the prediction of \( V_c \) made for some projectiles, the overall curve fitting was very reasonable to get a relationship between \( V_c \) (in m/s) and \( H_v \) (in GPa)

\[
V_c \approx -33.7H_v + 700 \quad (1)
\]
for $H_v \geq 2$ GPa. This implies that hardness of projectiles is a key material parameter to affect most the critical impact velocity for a given target material/specimen configuration.

Figure 6 shows a summary of post-impact strength as a function of impact kinetic energy ($U_{ik}$). Again, significant strength degradation occurred at much lower kinetic energy with the silicon nitride projectiles, as compared with the metallic projectiles. For the metallic projectiles, strength degradation occurring in a narrow range of kinetic energy depends on hardness of projectile materials at a given
kinetic energy. A model on strength degradation by spherical projectiles has been proposed with several assumptions and its resulting post-impact strength \((\sigma_f)\) is expressed [1]

\[
\sigma_f = \Phi \left( \frac{k}{E} \right)^{2/15} R^{-1/15} K_c^{4/13} U_K^{-1/5}
\]

\[
U_K = \frac{1}{2} m V^2
\]

where \(\Phi\) is a constant, and \(k\) is a Poisson’s ratio- and elastic-modulus dependent parameter, \(E\) is elastic modulus of target material, \(R\) is the radius of projectile, \(K_c\) is fracture toughness of target material, and \(m\) is the mass of projectile. For a given target material and a given material and geometry of a projectile, the post-impact strength depends on \(U_K^{1/5}\). It is noted from the figure that discrepancy in slope between the prediction (= –1/5) and the experimental data was significant, particularly for the metallic projectiles. The discrepancy is thought to be attributed to two plausible factors: (1) significant plastic deformation of a projectile upon impact, which might invalidate the model’s assumption of idealized elastic impact, and (2) formation of well-developed cone cracks, which is a basis of equation (2), might not have always occurred; ring cracks and/or any other complex damage might have independently or simultaneously occurred so that a formation of one singular crack system could not be expected to occur for a wide range of impact velocity. Impact morphology will be discussed in the next section. A somewhat reasonable agreement for the silicon nitride projectiles indicates that the impact event between AS800 targets and Si₃N₄ ball projectiles could be characterized as one governed primarily by elastic-elastic impact with a presumably consistent crack configuration. Finally, it should be noted that post-impact strength or FOD was not solely influenced by the impact momentum (= \(mV\)) or impact energy \((U_K)\) but by projectile hardness, keeping in mind that even if the silicon nitride projectile has less than half the mass of steel or brass projectile, it still created for a given impact speed much more damage than any other metallic projectiles.

**Impact Morphology**

A summary of impact morphologies of projectiles and their respective impact sites is summarized in figure 7. The metallic ball projectiles were flattened or severely deformed upon impact as a result of accompanying plastic deformation. At higher impact velocities (>300 m/s), the hardened steel projectiles were subjected to extreme heat evidenced by burning marks or fractured into several pieces. By contrast, other metallic ball projectiles, annealed steel or brass projectiles, did not fracture but were subjected to continuous flattening up to 450 m/s, as seen from the figure (also see their side-views). For a given impact velocity, the degree of flattening was dependent on material’s hardness. The silicon nitride ball projectiles were intact up to 100 m/s but shattered or pulverized above 100 m/s, as shown in the figure.

Impact sites of target specimens were characterized with material transfer from the metallic projectiles to the target specimens, due to an instantaneous ‘cold welding’ effect, see figure 7. This material transfer, of course, was more significant at higher impact velocity (>300 m/s) than lower impact velocity. In post-impact strength testing, failure of specimens impacted by metallic projectiles at velocities below the “critical impact velocity” commonly originated from ring cracks. The failure path in this case was straight and cut through the boundary of the intermediate damage zone. Well-developed cone cracks were observed in specimens impacted at velocity close to and above the “critical impact velocity” in which target specimens fractured into two pieces upon impact. Detailed descriptions on impact morphology of AS800 impact sites by hardened steel ball projectiles can be found elsewhere [18, 19]. Radial cracks emanated from the impact sites of specimens impacted by silicon nitride ball projectiles at 200 m/s, as shown in figure 7, which was responsible for significant strength degradation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projectile material</th>
<th>Impact part</th>
<th>Impact velocity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hardened steel</strong></td>
<td>Impact site</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Projectile</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steel 350 °C annealed</strong></td>
<td>Impact site</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramic (Si₃N₄)</strong></td>
<td>Impact site</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.—A summary of impact morphologies of target impact sites and ball projectiles used in FOD testing. Note that the side views of steel ball projectiles annealed at 350 and 700 °C and brass ball projectiles, impacted at 450 m/s, are also included.
An effort to collect projectiles upon impact, as mentioned in the Experimental Procedures section, was made to gather information on the degree of their impact plastic deformation. Figure 8 shows the results of measurements of contact diameter of flattened metallic projectiles, as a function of impact velocity. For a given impact velocity, contact diameter was in descending order from brass to annealed steel to hardened steel ball projectiles. This indicates clearly that hardness was a key parameter to the degree of plastic deformation of metallic projectiles upon impact.

Comparison With Sharp SiC Particle Impact

A comparison of post-impact strength of silicon nitrides subjected to a single impact event with 1.59-mm-diameter ball projectiles (this study) and a sharp SiC-particles (grit nos. 16 and 46) multiple impact [3, 30] is depicted in figure 9. Considerable strength degradation occurred in the case of sharp particle impact even at much lower impact kinetic energy, showing that the severity of impact damage was far greater in “sharp” particle impact than in “blunt” ball projectile impact. The sharp particle impact typically produced radial cracks emanating from the impact sites, similar to the Vickers indent cracks that originate from the corners of an impression site, thereby resulting in significant strength degradation. It should be noted that fracture toughness of AS440 silicon nitride was not significantly different from that of AS800 but greater (about 30 percent) than that of GN10 or SN220 silicon nitride. Figure 10 shows a typical impact morphology of a SN220 silicon nitride target showing radial cracks emanating from the impact site with no. 16 sharp SiC particle impacted at 80 m/s [30]. The comparison in figure 9 concludes that for a given target and impact energy, FOD of brittle materials depends on not only the material but the geometry of projectiles, as also mentioned previously [18, 19].

Static Indentation Responses

Impression Responses of Metallic Projectiles

The static indentation experiments with metallic ball projectiles on an AS800 silicon nitride disk showed that a flattened circular area of contact—a sign of plastic deformation—was well developed on
each ball indenter, and as expected its circular impression size depended on applied indent load. No visible sign of cracking in contact area in the AS800 disk was observed even with the hardened steel ball projectile up to the maximum applied indent load of 3000 N. At 3450 N, the hardened steel ball failed in a mode of splitting into two pieces, as shown in figure 11, probably an evidence of tensile fracture due to a Poisson’s effect.

The results of static indentation experiments are shown in figure 12, where contact impression diameter $d$ was plotted as a function of applied static indent load $P$. For a given indentation load, the softer projectile yields the greater contact diameter, and vice versa. A similarity exists between the static
Figure 11.—Typical failure pattern of a 1.59 mm-diameter hardened steel ball projectile subjected to static indentation against an AS800 silicon nitride specimen. Note the flattened area of contact. Failure load = 3450 N.

Figure 12.—Contact diameter as a function of static indentation load for AS800 silicon nitride by 1.59 mm-diameter metallic ball projectiles.
indentation results of figure 12 and the dynamic impact results of figure 8, indicative again of hardness or ductility of projectile materials being a key material parameter to affect the degree of ball projectile deformation and consequently FOD behavior. Also, from figures 8 and 12, an important implication can be drawn such that a possible relation, although quasi-static, could be made between impact velocity and static indentation load, from which impact load could be estimated, which is a subject of the next section. An alternative plot to the results of figure 12, contact area versus indent load, is presented in figure 13. This figure shows a well-defined linear relationship between contact area \( A \) and indent load \( P \) for all the metallic ball projectiles used. Hence, the slope of each line represents the inverse of contact pressure (compressive stress) such that

\[
\frac{A}{P} = \frac{1}{p_c}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \( p_c \) is contact pressure or contact compressive stress. The fact that for a given projectile material the slope was constant indicates that yield or flow stress of each metallic ball projectile would be constant, regardless of the degree of plastic deformation. As a consequence, all the metallic projectiles could be considered to have acted as rigidly-perfectly plastic at least in response to ball projectile indentation against AS800 target silicon nitride. The values of contact pressure or yield stress of projectile materials determined based on equation (4) with the experimental data through a functional fit are shown in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ball projectile material</th>
<th>Average compressive contact pressure ( (p_c) ) or compressive yield stress (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardened steel ball</td>
<td>7816±1064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 °C annealed steel ball</td>
<td>3872±75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 °C annealed steel ball</td>
<td>1549±41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass ball</td>
<td>882±30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Static Indentation Response of Target to Silicon Nitride Ball Projectiles

Crushing strength of silicon nitride ball.—Projectiles crushing strength (load), determined with a total of seven silicon nitride ball projectiles, was found to be 1735±125 N. Note that this crushing load of ceramic ball projectiles was lower than that (= 3450 N) of hardened steel ball projectiles. Some of significant Herzenian contact stresses and contact size at fracture can be estimated using the following formulae [31]

\[
\sigma_{\text{max}}^p = \frac{P}{K_D C_E} \left[ \frac{K_D}{C_E} \right]^{\frac{1}{3}}
\]

\[
\sigma_r = \frac{1-2v}{3} \sigma_{\text{max}}^p
\]

\[
a = \chi_2 [P K_D C_E]^{\frac{1}{3}}
\]

where \( \sigma_{\text{max}}^p \), \( \sigma_r \), and \( a \) are the maximum compressive contact stress, the maximum radial tensile stress at the circular boundary of the surface of contact, and the contact radius, respectively. \( K_D \) is a geometry dependent parameter and \( C_E \) depends on Poisson’s ratio and elastic modulus. \( \chi_1 \) and \( \chi_2 \) are numeric constants. Use of the crushing test configurations and crushing load (= 1735 N) gives rise to the values of

\[
\sigma_{\text{max}}^p \approx 25 \text{ GPa}
\]

\[
\sigma_r \approx 3.8 \text{ GPa}
\]

\[
a \approx 180 \text{ \mu m}
\]

The calculated value (= 180 \( \mu m \)) of contact radius was in reasonable agreement with that (= 210 \( \mu m \)) observed from a ceramic ball projectile subjected to an indent load of 1700 N, where the ball still survived. However, both the magnitudes of \( \sigma_{\text{max}}^p \) and \( \sigma_r \) were far greater than the compressive (\( \approx 10 \text{ GPa} \)) and tensile (\( \approx 900 \text{ MPa} \)) strengths of the Si$_3$N$_4$ ball projectile material. This would impose a difficulty as to which stress has caused the failure of the ceramic balls in crushing testing. More detailed information on stress distributions through the body of a ball is needed to better understand the failure source in ball crushing.

Fracture of ceramic ball projectiles was typified with several broken fragments in a splitting mode of failure by tensile stress, in principal similar to failure of hardened steel balls. A typical example of a crushed ceramic ball is shown in figure 14. Shape of fragments each representing a wedge toward the center of the ball is indicative of a role of tensile stress in fracture.

Indentation strength response.—Indentation strength of AS800 flexure specimens indented with 1.59-mm-diameter silicon nitride ball indenters is shown in figure 15. Strength degradation started at an indent load of 500 N and increased with further increasing indent load. This threshold indent load where strength degradation initiated was much greater than that (\( \leq 10 \text{ N} \)) of sharp Vickers indentation [17]. Note that the maximum indent load applied was 1700 N, which was close to the average crushing strength

\[
1\text{The compressive strength of ceramics has been known to be typically 10 times the tensile strength for a first-order approximation. Hence, the estimated compressive strength of the ceramic ball projectile would be around 10 GPa, based on the tensile strength data (>900 MPa) shown in table 1.}
\]
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Figure 14.—A typical failure pattern of a 1.59 mm-diameter silicon nitride ball indenter subjected to crushing testing against AS800 silicon nitride flexure specimen; Crushing load = 1690 N.

Figure 15.—Indentation flexure strength of AS800 silicon nitride flexure specimens as a function of indentation load, indented with 1.59 mm-diameter silicon nitride ball indenters. AS: as-received strength. The closed triangle symbols represent flexure specimens not fractured from indents.
of the silicon nitride balls. At 1700 N, well-developed cone cracks were evident from the fracture surfaces of strength-tested specimens. Figure 16 compares the indentation strengths of AS800 flexure specimens between silicon nitride ball indenters and Vickers diamond indenter [17]. Significant strength degradation occurred for Vickers indentation even at lower indent loads, since strength-controlled radial cracks were readily developed even at lower indent loads in Vickers indentation. By contrast, less strength controlling ring type of cracks or cone cracks were typified for silicon nitride ball indentation. This response of indentation strength to ‘blunt’ ball indenter versus ‘sharp’ Vickers indenter is very much analogous to that of post-impact strength to ball projectile versus SiC sharp particle impact (see fig. 9). The best fit equations in figure 16 are:

\[ \log \sigma_f = -0.730 \log P + 4.822 \]  
\[ \log \sigma_f = -0.227 \log P + 3.001 \]

for silicon nitride ball and Vickers indentations, respectively. The respective coefficients of correlation (\(r_{corr}\)) in the fit were 0.9406 and 0.9899. Note that the slopes in the fit are quite different: –0.73 versus –0.23, indicative of difference in crack configurations between the two indenters. The degree of strength scatter for both cases is also noted.

In order to determine contact (or ring crack) sizes produced on both AS800 flexure specimens and ceramic ball indenters, additional tests were conducted for polished AS800 flexure specimens in a range of indentation loads from 100 to 1700 N using each individual ball indenter for each given indentation. Typically, one to three indentations were made for a given indentation load. The results are shown in figure 17. No ring crack or any visible damage was developed at indent loads below 500N, in which no strength degradation occurred, as also seen from figure 15. At ≥500 N, the ring crack sizes increased with increasing indent load. It was generally observed that the ring cracks generated at contact sites at low
indent loads were of shallow depth but that well-defined cone cracks extended deeper through the material body with significant depth with increasing indent load. Radial racks, responsible for significant strength degradation, were not seen from AS800 specimen optically even at the highest indent load of 1700 N. It is also noted from figure 17 that the contact sizes calculated based on equation (7) were in good agreement with the experimental data. This concludes that the contact size for a given indent load approximately corresponded to ring crack size, which indicates that the tensile stress, greater than the material’s strength, occurred along the circular boundary of the surface of contact thus to produce the ring crack, as predicted from equation (6) [31]. With a continuous loading sequence, a series of concentric ring cracks can be formed. Detailed examination of indent morphologies, using an appropriate means such as SEM, is also needed. Typical optical images of contact sites of both silicon nitride ball indenter and its mating surface of AS800 silicon nitride flexure specimen are shown in figure 18. Formations of a ring crack on the indenter and a somewhat featureless impression on the AS800 surface are noted.

To better understand indentation responses to silicon nitride ball indentation, soda-lime glass slides were alternatively used to determine associated indentation strength and contact sizes. The results, comparison and brief discussion can be found in the appendix.
Estimation of Impact Load

A prediction of quasi-static impact load could be made by using the static and impact plastic deformation (contact diameter) data (figs. 8 and 12) of metallic projectiles and the static indentation and post-impact strength data of AS800 target specimens by silicon nitride projectiles (figs. 3 and 15). The procedure as to how to predict impact load is illustrated in figure 19, starting from the impact associated data, correlating them to the static associated data, and then finding the quasi-static impact load. Analytically, both the data in figures 8 and 12 and those in figures 3 and 15 can be formulated through functional-fit regression analyses to obtain a final form of impact load as a function of impact velocity:

\[ P_i = \alpha V^\beta \]  

where \( P_i \) is predicted impact load. The estimated parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are listed in table 3 for all five different projectiles. A summary of the predicted impact load using the parameters is presented in figure 20. This figure also includes the predictions based on the simplified quasi-static, elastic impact model previously suggested, which is expressed as reference 1

\[ P = \Phi'(k/E)^{-2/5} \rho^{3/5} R^{2}V^{6/5} \]  

where \( \Phi' \) is a constant and \( \rho \) is the density of projectile. As can be seen from the figure, reasonable agreement between the data and theory was found for the hardened steel ball and ceramic ball projectile, particularly at lower impact velocity. However, there was significant deviation from the theory for the softer metallic projectiles. Note that the model does not incorporate the effect of hardness so if there is predominant plasticity in impact event, the experimental data would be expected to deviate from the theoretical prediction.

Although the above approach to predict quasi-static impact load based on both plasticity and indent strength data would be seemingly reasonable particularly at low impact velocity at which the overall geometry of metallic projectiles would not change significantly upon impact, it is still an approximation and therefore must be validated with actual impact load measurements. This experimental work requires a series of records of force and deformation in response to a specific impact event. This work would be the next task of future FOD studies. Also, additional future work may include impact modeling, effect of projectile size and its geometry, and effect of protective coatings, etc.
TABLE 3.—PARAMETERS IN $P_r$ $V$ RELATION IN EQUATION (10) FOR ESTIMATION OF QUASI-STATIC IMPACT LOAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projectiles (1.59 mm diameter)</th>
<th>Parameters in $P_r$ $V$ relation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardened steel balls</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 °C annealed steel balls</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 °C annealed steel balls</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass balls</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon nitride balls</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19.—Illustrations of the prediction of quasi-impact load based on static and impact related data for: (a) metallic ball projectiles; and (b) silicon nitride ball projectiles. Note that the label "Static indentation load, $P_s$" in Figures 12 and 15 was replaced with "Quasi-static impact load, $P_r$" for prediction purpose. Steps (1) through (4) for prediction procedure are also indicated.
Conclusions

(1) The overall impact damage of AS800 silicon nitride was found to be greatest with silicon nitride ball projectiles. Of the metal projectiles, impact damage including post-impact strength and projectile deformation was lowest, intermediate and greatest, respectively for brass, 700 °C annealed steel, 350 °C annealed steel, and hardened steel ball projectiles.

(2) For metal projectiles, the key material parameter to affect most FOD behavior was hardness of projectile materials. The critical impact velocity was correlated with hardness of projectile materials.

(3) Prediction of impact load based on the projectile’s plasticity and target’s strength data obtained from both impact and static events seemed to be reasonable, although they are to be validated by a more rigorous experimental approach.
Appendix
Results on Soda-Lime Glass With 1.59 mm-diameter Silicon Nitride Ball Indenters

Contact Size Data on Soda-Lime Glass

Soda-lime glass slides, measuring 75, 25, and 1.0 mm, respectively, in length, width, and thickness, were used to determine contact (ring crack) data as a function indentation load at ambient temperature in air. The maximum indent load sustainable by the glass slides was found to be 700 N. At an indent load of 10 N, a series of faint concentric ring cracks formed. This pattern of cracking developed further into more significant ring/cone cracking as indent load increased. Typical indent patterns showing those ring/cone cracks are shown in figure A1. At a higher indent load of 700 N, some less-defined radial cracks developed at just outside the contact region. Figure A2 shows the results of the determinations of sizes of the contact regions including inner and outer ring cracks ($d_i$ and $d_o$) and the size of bottom cone diameters ($D$). Theoretical contact size based on equation (7) is included and agrees well with the data on inner ring crack sizes ($d_i$). For comparison, the data on AS800 silicon nitride in figure 17 are also included in the figure. The theory seemed to agree well with both glass and silicon nitride material data when $d_i$ was taken as a value of contact diameter.

Figure A-1.—Typical examples of contact surfaces of soda-lime glass slides indented with 1.59 mm-diameter silicon nitride ball indenters: (a) indent load 100 N, and (b) indent load 700 N.
Indentation Strength Data on Soda-Lime Glass

Indentation strength of the soda-lime glass slides indented with 1.59 mm silicon nitride ball indenters was determined in ambient-temperature air in 20/40 mm span four-point flexure. Three indent loads of 100, 200, and 300 N were employed through a Zwick indenter on the glass slides at ambient temperature in air. An electromechanical test frame (Model 8562, Instron, Canton, MA) was used in strength testing under displacement control at a test rate of 0.5 mm/min. Three specimens were used at each indent load. The results are presented in figure A3. Scatter in data was significant, which indicates that increased number of test specimens would be a prerequisite. This ball indentation data was compared in the figure with Vickers indentation strength data determined previously [32]. The degree of indentation damage was evident between the two different indenters, again an issue regarding “sharp” versus “blunt” indentation. The best-fit equations in figure A3 were found to be

$$\log \sigma_f = -0.316 \log P + 2.500; \quad r_{\text{coef}} = 0.698$$  \hspace{1cm} (A1) \\
$$\log \sigma_f = -0.300 \log P + 2.176; \quad r_{\text{coef}} = 0.987$$  \hspace{1cm} (A2)

respectively, for silicon nitride ball and Vickers indenters. Figure A4 compares the indent strength data for AS800 flexure specimens (fig. 15) and soda-lime glass slides. The extent of strength degradation with respect to indent load differs for each type of indentation, although strength controlling flaws were considered to be cone type cracks, regardless of the type of indentation.
Figure A-3.—Indentation strength as a function of indent load for soda-lime glass slides indented with 1.59 mm-diameter silicon nitride ball indenters. Indentation strength data by Vickers indentation for soda-lime glass slides [31] is also included for comparison.

Figure A-4.—Comparison of indentation strength between AS800 silicon nitride flexure specimens and soda-lime glass slides, both indented with 1.59 mm-diameter silicon nitride ball indenters.
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### ABSTRACT (Maximum 200 words)

Assessments of foreign object damage (FOD) of a commercial, gas-turbine grade, in situ toughened silicon nitride ceramic (AS800, Honeywell Ceramics Components) were made using four different projectile materials at ambient temperature. AS800 flexure target specimens rigidly supported were impacted at their centers in a velocity range from 50 to 450 m/s by spherical projectiles with a diameter of 1.59 mm. Four different projectile materials were used including hardened steel, annealed steel, silicon nitride ceramic, and brass. Post-impact strength of each target specimen impacted was determined as a function of impact velocity to appraise the severity of local impact damage. For a given impact velocity, the degree of strength degradation was greatest for ceramic balls, least for brass balls, and intermediate for annealed and hardened steel balls. For steel balls, hardened projectiles yielded more significant impact damage than annealed counterparts. The most important material parameter affecting FOD was identified as hardness of projectiles. Impact load as a function of impact velocity was quasi-statically estimated based on both impact and static indentation associated data.